












































 
 
 

Stewart Ewen OAM 

 

 

 

 

27th July 2019 

 

Hi Stewart, 

Many thanks for your recent presentation to the residents of Broke on the prospects for the 
relocation of the Ravensworth Homestead and associated buildings from the Glendell mine 
site with plans for them to be rebuilt as a new town centre for Broke.  
  
The community has discussed your proposal and generally, we are in support of the plans as 
presented to us. We commend you for having the vision for a new focal centre for the 
village. 
 
Some of the residents are opposed for a variety of reasons, but the over-riding sentiment is 
that we would welcome such an addition to our infrastructure. 
  
Regards, 
  
  
  
  
Mick McCardle 
President 
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 Introduction 

KDC Pty Ltd (KDC) have prepared this Strategic Planning Statement (SPS) on behalf of the Glencore Coal 
Assets Australia (Glencore) for the relocation of Ravensworth Homestead, listed on Singleton Local 
Environmental Plan 2013 as having local heritage significance, currently located on a Glencore mine site to Lot 
701 DP93631, Wollombi Street, Broke NSW 2330. 

Refer to the Architectural plans prepared by SHAC at Appendix A for full details. 

This SPS, including attachments, provides detail about the site, proposal, and an overall comment on the 
proposal.  

 Site Analysis 

The site is legally defined as Lot 701 DP93631 and is accessed via Wollombi Street, Broke NSW 2330.   

The site is currently a park reserve referred to as McNamara Park and is used as a campground. A second 
park is located to the south across Milbrodale Road and is referred to as Stewart McTaggart Park. The site is 
surrounded by Wollombi Brook along the western boundary, with a vineyard beyond. To the east across 
Wollombi Street is Broke village, which predominantly consists of residential development. To the north of the 
site are rural residential lots. 

The overall site is approximately 11.6ha and is located on a corner lot of Milbrodale Road and Wollombi Street. 
See Figure 1 for the site and its surrounds. 
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Figure 1 – Locality Plan 

 

 Proposal  

The proposal involves the relocation of the Ravensworth Homestead from a Glencore mining site to the subject 
site within Broke. A regime of adaptive reuse will be employed on the new site providing a range of tourism 
opportunities to attract visitors to Broke and broader Hunter Valley region. 

The Ravensworth Homestead includes the following buildings including: 

• Stable; 
• Barn; 
• Men’s Quarters; and 
• Main House and Kitchen Wing. 

The relocated buildings will maintain their existing layout on the new site, see Figure 2 for proposed layout. 
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Figure 2 – Proposed Homestead Layout 

 

 Environmental Planning Instruments 

 Singleton Local Environmental Plan (LEP) 2013 

In accordance with the Singleton LEP 2013, the site is located within a RE1 Public Recreation Zone with minor 
fringe areas zoned RU4 Primary Production Small Lots (refer to Figure 3).  
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Figure 3 – Zoning Map Extract from Singleton LEP 2013 (LZN_010A)  

 

The RE1 Public Recreation zone, which relates to the area of the proposal, is described in the LEP 2013 as 
detailed below.  

Zone RE1   Public Recreation 

1   Objectives of zone 

• To enable land to be used for public open space or recreational purposes. 
• To provide a range of recreational settings and activities and compatible land uses. 
• To protect and enhance the natural environment for recreational purposes. 

2   Permitted without consent 

Environmental protection works 

3   Permitted with consent 

Aquaculture; Boat launching ramps; Boat sheds; Camping grounds; Centre-based child care facilities; 
Community facilities; Emergency services facilities; Environmental facilities; Flood mitigation works; 
Information and education facilities; Jetties; Kiosks; Markets; Recreation areas; Recreation facilities (indoor); 
Recreation facilities (major); Recreation facilities (outdoor); Respite day care centres; Restaurants or cafes; 
Roads; Signage; Water recreation structures; Water supply systems 

4   Prohibited 

Any development not specified in item 2 or 3 
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The reuse of the site will include a range of land uses, tied to promote and attract tourist activities in the area. 
The applicable land uses permitted with consent include: 

• Information and Education Facilities 

information and education facility means a building or place used for providing information or education 
to visitors, and the exhibition or display of items, and includes an art gallery, museum, library, visitor 
information centre and the like. 

• Markets 

market means an open-air area, or an existing building, that is used for the purpose of selling, exposing or 
offering goods, merchandise or materials for sale by independent stall holders, and includes temporary 
structures and existing permanent structures used for that purpose on an intermittent or occasional basis. 

• Recreation areas 

recreation area means a place used for outdoor recreation that is normally open to the public, and includes: 

(a)  a children’s playground, or 
(b)  an area used for community sporting activities, or 
(c)  a public park, reserve or garden or the like, 

and any ancillary buildings, but does not include a recreation facility (indoor), recreation facility (major) or 
recreation facility (outdoor). 

• Restaurants or Cafes 

restaurant or cafe means a building or place the principal purpose of which is the preparation and serving, 
on a retail basis, of food and drink to people for consumption on the premises, whether or not liquor, take 
away meals and drinks or entertainment are also provided. 

5.10 Heritage Conservation 

The site is not a mapped heritage item nor is it located within a heritage conservation area under the Singleton 
LEP 2013. However, the site does adjoining a total of three heritage items within Broke village, see Figure 4. 
The heritage items include the following: 

• War memorial, Local Heritage Item I5 at  Part Lot 7001, DP 93462, 19 Wollombi Street (Stewart 
McTaggart Park), Broke 

• Maria Immaculate Roman Catholic Church, Local Heritage Item I6 at 26–28 Wollombi Street, Broke 
• St Andrew’s Anglican Church, Local Heritage Item I7 at 36 Wollombi Street, Broke 

Culturally significant sites in the vicinity of Broke include Wollombi Brook, Baiame Cave, Lizard Rock and Yellow 
Rock. 

The proposed relocation of the Ravensworth Homestead will not impact the existing heritage items. 
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Figure 4 – Zoning Map Extract from Singleton LEP 2013 (LZN_010A)  

 

 Strategic Review 

 Hunter Regional Plan 2036 (HRP 2036) 

The HRP 2036 is the highest order regional plan governing the Hunter Region which aims to support and 

inform state and local government planning instruments and policies. The vision for the Hunter Region outlined 

within the HRP 2036 highlights the increased interest in walking and cycling networks allowing people to enjoy 

open green space and local heritage. 

The goals of the HRP 2036 are supported by a number of key directions, which themselves are accompanied 

by actions, with an overall aim of supporting a number of initiatives. The relevant directions have been 

discussed below. 

Goal 1 – The leading regional economy in Australia 

The HRP 2036 aims to continue the economic success of the Hunter region through planning for diversification 

in industries. Agriculture and tourism sectors are identified with the potential to supply increased demands 

from Asia. 
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The relocation and adaptive reuse of Ravensworth Homestead would establish a key heritage item amongst 

existing heritage items within Broke village and the culturally significant landscape, providing uses which 

promote local produce such as restaurants, cafes, and markets, allowing for connection to the local viticultural 

industry.  

Chapter Five – Economic Development and Employment 

The economic development and employment opportunities in the Upper Hunter is listed as another key 

challenge for the region. Whilst employment and economic benefits from mining are ongoing, uneven growth 

and employment are felt throughout non-resource areas of the Upper Hunter. 

Economic diversification and resilience are noted as important challenges for the Upper Hunter. By improving 

economic diversity, the region will show resilience in changing economic circumstances. 

The proposal will leverage the continuance of a successful resource land use to provide an attractive tourist 

generating location alongside established heritage and viticultural areas which will improve the economic 

success and employment opportunities in the Broke Fordwich area. This will contribute to the success of the 

viticultural industry, providing a range of supportive land uses that will diversify the regional economy. 

It is considered that the proposal will contribute to the economic success of the Upper Hunter, consistent with 

the aims of the UHSLUP. 

Chapter Ten – Cultural Heritage 

Balancing the growth in urban and mining development with areas of cultural heritage is a key challenge for 

the rich Aboriginal and European heritage in the Upper Hunter. As an objective, heritage items are to be 

protected through the management of impacts from mining activities. 

Ravensworth Homestead is an isolated heritage item which will be impacted by the proposed expansion of 

mining activities. The proposed relocation of the homestead is a direct response by Glencore with an aim to 

retain the heritage item, relocate the homestead in an appropriate location which will allow for community 

involvement and interest in its heritage, and provide an appropriate reuse of the buildings in an area with 

established heritage items. This co-location is expected to encourage tourism and employment opportunities 

for the viticultural area around the Broke Fordwich area, which will contribute to the revitalisation of Broke 

village and provide interest in local heritage and industries. 

The proposal aligns with the objectives of Chapter 10 as it will ensure the Ravensworth Homestead will be 

protected from mining activities and is able to be appreciated by the community. 

 Hunter Valley Visitor Economy Destinations Management Plan (DMP) 

The DMP outlines goals and challenges for growing the thriving Hunter Valley tourist economy shared between 

the Cessnock City Council and Singleton Council local government areas (LGA). The aim of the plan is to 

provide a vision for the visitor economy in the Upper Hunter to improve growth in the visitor economy. A range 

of strategic priorities are provided, with key actions aiming to improve various aspects of the tourism sector 

as outlined below. 

4. Develop the Hunter Valley’s Destination Experiences 

The proposed re-use of the heritage buildings will establish a range of opportunities for retail and services, as 

well as information for visitors to navigate around the Broke area and beyond. The central location and services 

provided will establish the site as a wayside stop, providing opportunities for visitors to interact with the range 

of attractions in Broke village. The proposal aligns with the relevant key actions outlined under the strategic 

priority, see Table 5 for assessment. 
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The Broke Fordwich area is a key destination for visitors to the Upper Hunter and by expanding the range of 

activities and experiences in the area will encourage further growth in Broke Fordwich and the broader visitor 

economy. 

 Singleton Land Use Strategy 2008 (SLUS) 

The SLUS provides an outline of the policies, principles, and planning context for land use in the Singleton 

LGA. Under the SLUS, the decline and uncertainty in the agricultural sector was noted as a characteristic of 

the Singleton LGA. 

Whilst the characteristic of the Singleton LGA includes a decline in the agricultural sector, it continues to play 

a main role in rural land uses in the area, and contributes a significant amount to the local economy. Rural 

tourism is noted as being increasingly significant, with demand for diversified tourist development in the 

vineyard areas, however urban or mining development have the potential to create land use conflicts. 

Section 8.2 Protection of agricultural land and viability highlights the importance of rural tourism and advocates 

for its consideration and protection from rural residential development. The proposed homestead relocation 

and reuse will directly support the existing agricultural area surrounding Broke Fordwich, as it does not utilise 

agricultural land and will establish a key rural tourist development facilitating connection between visitors and 

vineyards whether it be from retail interactions or by providing information. 

The listed strategic actions promoted zoning to enable diversified tourism and visitor accommodation within 

the Broke area to support the agricultural sector. 

 Broke Community Hub Detailed Master Plan 2017 (BCHDMP) 

The BCHDMP, prepared by Peter Andrews & Associates on behalf of the Singleton Council, establishes the 

desired future structure and character of a future community hub centred around Stewart McTaggart Park and 

the intersection of Wollombi Street and Milbrodale Street. Plans for McNamara Park in which the proposal 

relates include the provision of a BMX track, enhancements to existing camping, and park area. 

The homestead and reuse layout have been designed with consideration to the existing camping and leisure 

uses on the site and the desired future character and uses of the larger park. This has been achieved through 

the utilisation of a portion of the site on the corner of Wollombi Street and Milbrodale Street, which will assist 

in establishing a desirable vineyard gateway development. The prominent location will also allow for interaction 

and cross use with the community hub and Stewart McTaggart Park, forming a larger place-making tourist 

attraction at the gateway to the vineyards. 

The proposed site is located in the Active Precinct within McNamara Park. The desired structure of the Active 

Precinct includes a BMX freestyle track which, as part of the concept shown, is located approximately in the 

centre of the precinct. Other recreational and active uses are desired for the precinct, with sufficient room 

being available for these future uses. The proposed relocated homestead is located on the edge of the Active 

Precinct and will directly interact with the precinct and the community hub to the south. 

The site will sit comfortably within the existing street pattern and housing stock, aligning with the existing 

town grid. The proposed site is a level site, and is ideally situated to optimise pedestrian connectivity.  The 

location maximises the ability for people to walk from the site to the established tourism opportunities in Broke, 

facilitated by safe and logical pedestrian linkages.  The location will also ensure strong linkages to the existing 

Village Store and associated retail offerings, however will ensure that pedestrian crossing movements are 

encouraged a safe distance from the main intersection.   
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Figure 5 - Surrounding Community Infrastructure  

 

The connectivity of the site with the street pattern of Broke will ensure that the local community can readily 

access the rich range of experiences included in the proposal.  Visitors to the proposal will also have a range 

of movement options to access the existing established heritage and recreational opportunities in the walking 

catchment of the site, facilitating a diversity of experiences.   

Consideration will need to be given to flooding, flora and fauna, archaeology and bushfire as part of the 

proposal, with appropriate mitigation measures to ensure no significant impacts. 

The proposed relocation and reuse of the Ravensworth Homestead is considered to be a desirable development 

for the Broke village and aligns with desired future character for McNamara Park and the community hub.  The 

proposal will enhance the unique characteristics and identity of the locality through its design and scale, 

positively contributing to a cohesive, connected and vibrant community.  The close proximity of the proposed 

site to the Broke Community will foster a sense of ownership and connectiveness, which will facilitate a 

sustainable social and economic outcome for the site.   

 Alternative Options 

A number of options were considered as part of the decision-making process for the Ravensworth Homestead, 
including relocation to Singleton and other locations within Broke village. 

The option of relocating the homestead to Singleton was considered however it was ultimately withdrawn from 
consideration due to limited reuse options. 
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A number of recipient site options within Broke village were considered, including the proposed location.  The 
options included: 

• The proposed location identified in this Statement; 
• Land to the south of the subject site, being Stewart McTaggert Park; and 
• Land associated with the existing Church on the corner of Adair Street and Wollombi Street. 

The proposed location was subsequently selected as it provided the best outcomes for Broke and the 
establishment of the community hub.  The intersection of Wollombi Street and Milbrodale Street forms the 
main intersection within the centre of Broke village and forms a gateway to the local vineyards. The prominent 
location will ensure the success of the proposed reuse development and provide information for tourists 
wishing to visit the local vineyards. 

The proposed position in McNamara Park is in close proximity to the adjacent Steward McTaggart Park which 
is currently used as a rest stop for visitors and forms a major part of the proposed community hub for Broke 
village. The location will create cross use between the two parks allowing for enhanced connectivity to activities 
in both parks. 

The camp area to the north of the proposed location is currently free for use for visitors and tourists, and the 
proposal will provide facilities and services without the disruption to the existing camp area. 

The arrangement of the homestead buildings are to be arranged to be consistent with their current 
configuration, to ensure retention of the heritage value of the homestead complex. This structure is to be 
supported with adaptive reuse ideal in supporting the establishment of the community hub in Broke for the 
community and visitors in accordance with the desired future character for the Broke village.   

The layout of the homestead has been positioned as an extension of the existing village structure with the 
orientation in line with the desired character of the community hub.  Aligning with the desired character for 
the community hub and McNamara Park, outlined within the BCHDMP, the proposed site is part of the ‘Active 
Precinct’ of McNamara Park and on the Vineyard Gateway.  The proposal will contribute to the success of both 
the precinct and gateway structure. 

The chosen location for the relocation achieves the best outcomes for the Broke Fordwich area and broader 
Singleton LGA, as it preserves a key heritage item whilst contributing to the desired character and success of 
Broke village as a gateway to the broader viticultural industry and community hub for Broke. The alternative 
locations would be limited in their scope and ability to contribute to the larger vision for the Broke Fordwich 
area. 
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 Conclusion 

The proposed relocation of the Ravensworth Homestead to the village of Broke will allow for the preservation 
and increased interest in a currently isolated heritage item within an area with existing heritage character. The 
reuse of the buildings for retail, markets, and information will connect the homestead to the surrounding Broke 
Fordwich viticultural industry, allowing visitors to engage with local winemakers and produce.  

The establishment of more tourist attracting development in key viticultural areas, which includes Broke village, 
is desired throughout the strategic plans prepared for the area, in order to create greater interest in the areas 
agricultural produce, rural landscapes, and heritage. Adaptive reuse is noted throughout the strategic 
documentation as a valuable option, which increases interest in heritage items whilst boosting the local 
economy. 

The chosen prominent location on the corner of Wollombi Street and Milbrodale Street, within McNamara Park, 
will assist in the delineation of the Vineyard Gateway and contribute to the establishment of the Broke 
Community Hub and future desired character for Broke village in accordance with the structure outlined within 
the Broke Community Hub Detailed Master Plan 2017. 

The proposal will contribute to the local economy, environment and community, creating opportunities to 
celebrate the unique heritage, culture and community characteristics of Broke. 

Given the merits of the proposal supported throughout the relevant strategic documentation, the proposed 
relocation of the Ravensworth Homestead is considered to be in the public interest and is recommended for 
support. 

Kind Regards 

Kale Langford 
Environmental Planner 
KDC Pty Ltd 
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Requiring the land for mining operations, Glencore advertised in February 2018 for 
community involvement to discuss the concept moving the buildings to another site 
in order to preserve their historic value.
A submission document from members of the Broke Fordwich community to ask-
ing Glencore to consider locating the beautiful homestead and its outhouses to Mc-
Namara park in Broke was made some 9 months ago.  With the submission comes 

Proposed location: Two locations are proposed in McNamara Park OR 
McTaggart Park at the crossroads of Milbrodale Road and Wollombi Street
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a plan to develop a ‘Town Centre’ to service the needs of residents for additional 
recreational venues as well as opportunities for tourists to the region to experience 
local produce and tourism information.
A Broke Fordwich business has provided the funds to engage Newcastle based 
Shac architects to draw up the submission document on behalf of the community. 
reviewed many alternative proposals but have adopted and are supporting the 
Broke Fordwich concept and are currently working with community representatives 
to fine tune the implementation requirements.
The proposal to develop a Village Square is subject to the approval of Glencore’s 
EIS submission for the Ravensworth extension.

The Broke Fordwich concept ensures the relocated buildings will maintain their 
existing layout on the new site.
The village of Broke has been through many phases of growth and retraction over 
the years since its naming in mid 1800s.  It is currently going through a growth 
phase which is sometimes measured by the number of pupils in the local school 
now at a near-record high.  
However new home construction and property improvements including the huge 
increase in tourist accommodation also prove the rate of growth is steadily growing 
which in turn is creating a need for a central focus to service both the increase in 
numbers of residents and regional visitors. 

Designed to enhance the quality of living for the Broke Fordwich community, the 
Village Square project includes a large collection of ‘people places’
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The Ravenworth concept will not only meet this need but in turn will create further 
growth in local employment, civic pride, communal interaction and encourage en-
terprise growth.  The completed Broke Village Square project could include: 
Cafés / Restaurants
Cellar Door display and operations
Boutique Brewery.
Exhibition Space
Wine Museum
Tourism information [including. Indigenous Displays and History].
Administration Space.
Market Stall space
Central point for regional events 
Other inclusions may be included as the project develops.
One of the most exciting proposals for this venture is that it will be designed to 
operate as a self-supporting enterprise owned by the community with a local Board 
of Trustees, the financial benefits are to be utilised to directly benefit the residents 
of Broke Fordwich in the form of improved infrastructure, services and facilities a 
such as the Volunteer Fire Brigade, Public School and other community needs as 
approved by a committee of an incorporated association.
The Village Square concept has already received favourable and supportive re-
sponses from Singleton Council, The Hunter Valley Wine Tourism Association, The 

Some of the proposed inclusions are: Cafés / Restaurants,Cellar Door display 
and operations and a Boutique Brewery.
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Broke Fordwich Wine Tourism Association and the Broke Residents Committee.
Further preliminary discussions are underway with several other stakeholders.
Funding for the Square project has been made available by local residents and 
Glencore to cover the cost of dismantling, site preparation, reconstruction, installa-
tion of amenities and services and completing to fit-for-service.
Most of the LGA planning requirements have been met, in principle, and assuming 
there are no major hold-ups, the project is hoped to start by mid 2021 and take 3 
years to complete but this remains subject to a number of issues and he process-
ing of the Ravensworth EIS.
Glencore plan to hold exhibition days for the community to review he proposal in 
Singleton and Broke.
The benefits of seeing Broke benefit from this venture should  be amazing  in 
terms of employment , tourism and giving Broke a central venue let alone the fi-
nancial contribution it can make to our district .
Locals agree that Glencore can be applauded for showing this generous level of 
support for the Broke Fordwich region.
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